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Application: Toolkits for User Innovation and Custom Design

An improved understanding of the relative innovation capabilities of users
and manufacturers can enable designs for more effective joint innovation
processes. Toolkits for user innovation and custom design illustrate this possibility. In this new innovation process design, manufacturers actually abandon their efforts to understand users’ needs accurately and in detail. Instead,
they outsource only need-related innovation tasks to their users, who are
equipped with appropriate toolkits. This process change differs from the
lead user search processes discussed earlier in an interesting way. Lead user
searchs identify existing innovations, but do nothing to change the conditions affecting user-innovators at the time a new product or service is being
developed. Toolkits for users, in contrast, do change the conditions potential innovators face. By making innovation cheaper and quicker for users,
they can increase the volume of user innovation. They also can channel
innovative effort into directions supported by toolkits.
In this chapter, I first explore why toolkits are useful. Next, I describe how
to create an appropriate setting for toolkits and how toolkits function in
detail. Finally, I discuss the conditions under which toolkits are likely to be
of most value.
Benefits from Toolkits
Toolkits for user innovation and design are integrated sets of productdesign, prototyping, and design-testing tools intended for use by end users.
The goal of a toolkit is to enable non-specialist users to design high-quality,
producible custom products that exactly meet their needs. Toolkits often
contain “user-friendly” features that guide users as they work. They are specific to a type of product or service and a specific production system. For
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example, a toolkit provided to customers interested in designing their own,
custom digital semiconductor chips is tailored precisely for that purpose—
it cannot be used to design other types of products. Users apply a toolkit in
conjunction with their rich understanding of their own needs to create a
preliminary design, simulate or prototype it, evaluate its functioning in
their own use environment, and then iteratively improve it until they are
satisfied.
A variety of manufacturers have found it profitable to shift the tasks of custom product design to their customers along with appropriate toolkits for
innovation. Results to date in the custom semiconductor field show development time cut by 2/3 or more for products of equivalent complexity and
development costs cut significantly as well via the use of toolkits. In 2000,
more than $15 billion worth of custom integrated circuits were sold that had
been designed with the aid of toolkits—often by circuit users—and produced
in the “silicon foundries” of custom semiconductor manufacturers such as
LSI (Thomke and von Hippel 2002). International Flavors and Fragrances
(IFF), a global supplier of specialty flavors to the food industry, has built a
toolkit that enables its customers to modify flavors for themselves, which IFF
then manufactures. In the materials field, GE provides customers with Webbased tools for designing better plastic products. In software, a number of
consumer product companies provide toolkits that allow people to add custom-designed modules to their standard products. For example, Westwood
Studios provides its customers with toolkits that enable them to design
important elements of their own video games (Jeppesen 2005).
The primary function of toolkits for user design is to co-locate productdevelopment and service-development tasks with the sticky information
needed to execute them. Need-intensive tasks involved in developing a particular type of product or service are assigned to users, along with the tools
needed to carry those tasks out. At the same time, solution-intensive tasks
are assigned to manufacturers.
As was discussed in chapter 5, problem solving in general, and product
and service development in particular, is carried out via repeated cycles of
learning by trial and error. When each cycle of a trial-and-error process
requires access to sticky information located at more than one site, colocation of problem-solving activity with sticky information is achieved by
repeatedly shifting problem solving to the relevant sticky information sites
as product development proceeds.
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User
activity
User draws on local need
information to specify
desired product or service.

Manufacturer draws on
local capability information
to develop prototype
responsive to specifications.

User draws on local need and
context of use information to
evaluate prototype.
User changes specifications as
needed.
Manufacturer iterates until
user is satisfied.

User iterates until satisfied.
Figure 11.1
A pattern of problem solving often encountered in product and service development.

For example, suppose that need information is sticky at the site of the
potential product user and that solution information is sticky at the site of
the manufacturer. A user may initiate a development project by drawing on
local user-need information to specify a desired new product or service
(figure 11.1). This information is likely to be sticky at least in part. Therefore, the user, even when exerting best efforts, will supply only partial and
partially correct need and use-context information to the manufacturer. The
manufacturer then applies its solution information to the partially accurate
user information and creates a prototype that it thinks is responsive to the
need and sends it to the user for testing. If the prototype is not satisfactory
(and it often is not), the product is returned to the manufacturer for refinement. Typically, as empirical studies show (Tyre and von Hippel 1997;
Kristensen 1992), sites of sticky need and / or solution information are
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Figure 11.2
Shifts in the location of problem solving from user site to lab observed during process
machine debugging. Source: Tyre and von Hippel 1993, figure 2.

repeatedly revisited as problem solvers strive to reach a satisfactory product
design (figure 11.2).
Explicit management of user-manufacturer iterations has been built into
a number of modern product-development processes. In the rapid application development method (Martin 1991), manufacturers learn to respond
to initial user need inputs by quickly developing a partial prototype of a
planned product containing the features likely to be most important to
users. They deliver this to users, who apply it in their own setting to clarify
their needs. Users then relay requests for changes or new features to the
product developers, and this process is repeated until an acceptable fit
between need and solution is found. Such iteration has been found to
“better satisfy true user requirements and produce information and functionality that is more complete, more accurate, and more meaningful”
(Connell and Shafer 1989).
Even with careful management, however, iterative shifts in problem solving between users and manufacturer-based developers involve significant
coordination costs. For example, a manufacturer’s development team may
be assigned to other tasks while it waits for user feedback, and so will not be
immediately able to resume work on a project when needed feedback is
received. It would be much better still to eliminate the need for cross-boundary iteration between user and manufacturer sites during product development, and this is what toolkits for user design are intended to do. The basic
idea behind toolkits for user design is, as was mentioned earlier, to partition
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an overall product-development task into subproblems, each drawing on
only one locus of sticky information. Then, each task is assigned to the party
already having the sticky information needed to solve it. In this approach,
both the user and the manufacturer still engage in iterative, trial-and-error
problem solving to solve the problems assigned to them. But this iteration is
internal to each party—no costly and time-consuming cross-boundary iteration between user and manufacturer is required (von Hippel 1998, 2001;
Thomke and von Hippel 2002; von Hippel and Katz 2002).
To appreciate the major advantage in problem-solving speed and efficiency that concentrating problem solving within a single locus can create,
consider a familiar example: the contrast between conducting financial
strategy development with and without “user-operated” financial spreadsheet software:
•

Before the development of easy-to-use financial spreadsheet programs

such as Lotus 1-2-3 and Microsoft Excel, a firm’s chief financial officer
might have carried out a financial strategy development exercise as follows.
First, the CFO would have asked an assistant to develop an analysis incorporating a list of assumptions. A few hours or days might elapse before the
result was delivered. Then the CFO would use her rich understanding of the
firm and its goals to study the analysis. She would typically almost immediately spot some implications of the patterns developed, and would then
ask for additional analyses to explore these implications. The assistant
would take the new instructions and go back to work while the CFO
switched to another task. When the assistant returned, the cycle would
repeat until a satisfactory outcome was found.
•

After the development of financial spreadsheet programs, a CFO might

begin an analysis by asking an assistant to load up a spreadsheet with corporate data. The CFO would then “play with” the data, trying out various ideas
and possibilities and “what if” scenarios. The cycle time between trials would
be reduced from days or hours to minutes. The CFO’s full, rich information
would be applied immediately to the effects of each trial. Unexpected patterns—suggestive to the CFO but often meaningless to a less knowledgeable
assistant—would be immediately identified and explored further.
It is generally acknowledged that spreadsheet software that enables expert
users to “do it themselves” has led to better outcomes that are achieved
faster (Levy 1984; Schrage 2000). The advantages are similar in the case of
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product and service development. Learning by doing via trial and error still
occurs, of course, but the cycle time is much faster because the complete
cycle of need-related learning is carried out at a single (user) site earlier in
the development process.
Repartitioning of Development Tasks
To create the setting for a toolkit, one must partition the tasks of product
development to concentrate need-related information in some and solution-related information in others. This can involve fundamental changes
to the underlying architecture of a product or service. As illustration, I first
discuss the repartioning of the tasks involved in custom semiconductor
chip development. Then, I show how the same principles can be applied in
the less technical context of custom food design.
Traditionally, fully customized integrated circuits were developed in an
iterative process like that illustrated in figure 11.1. The process began with a
user specifying the functions that the custom chip was to perform to a manufacturer of integrated circuits. The chip would then be designed by manufacturer employees, and an (expensive) prototype would be produced and
sent to the user. Testing by the user would typically reveal faults in the chip
and/or in the initial specification, responsive changes would be made, a
new prototype would be built. This cycle would continue until the user was
satisfied. In this traditional manufacturer-centered development process,
manufacturers’ development engineers typically incorporated need-related
information into the design of both the fundamental elements of a circuit—
such as transistors, and the electrical “wiring” that interconnected those
elements into a functioning circuit.
The brilliant insight that allowed custom design of integrated circuits to
be partitioned into solution-related and need-related subtasks was made by
Mead and Conway (1980). They determined that the design of a digital
chip’s fundamental elements, such as its transistors, could be made standard
for all circuits. This subtask required rich access to the manufacturer’s sticky
solution information regarding how semiconductors are fabricated, but did
not require detailed information on users’ specific needs. It could therefore
be assigned to manufacturer-based chip-design and chip-fabrication engineers. It was also observed that the subtask of interconnecting standard
circuit elements into a functioning integrated circuit required only sticky,
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need-related information about a chip’s function—for example, whether it
was to function as a microprocessor for a calculator or as a voice chip for a
robotic dog. This subtask was therefore assigned to users along with a toolkit
that enabled them to do it properly. In sum, this new type of chip, called a
gate array, had a novel architecture created specifically to separate the
problem-solving tasks requiring access to a manufacturer’s sticky solution
information from those requiring access to users’ sticky need information.
The same basic principle can be illustrated in a less technical context:
food design. In this field, manufacturer-based designers have traditionally
undertaken the entire job of developing a novel food, and so they have
freely blended need-specific design into any or all of the recipe-design elements wherever convenient. For example, manufacturer-based developers
might find it convenient to create a novel cake by both designing a novel
flavor and texture for the cake body, and designing a complementary
novel flavor and texture into the frosting. However, it is possible to repartition these same tasks so that only a few draw on need-related information,
and these can then be more easily transferred to users.
The architecture of the pizza pie illustrates how this can be done. Many
aspects of the design of a pizza, such as the dough and the sauce, have been
made standard. User choice has been restricted to a single task: the design
of toppings. In other words, all need-related information that is unique to
a particular user has been linked to the toppings-design task only. Transfer
of this single design task to users can still potentially offer creative individuals a very large design space to play in (although pizza shops typically
restrict it sharply). Any edible ingredient one can think of, from eye of newt
to edible flowers, is a potential topping component. But the fact that needrelated information has been concentrated within only a single productdesign task makes it much easier to transfer design freedom to the user.
The Functionality of Toolkits
If a manufacturer outsources need-intensive design tasks to users, it must
also make sure that users have the information they need to carry out those
tasks effectively. This can be done via a toolkit for user innovation. Toolkits
are not new as a general concept—every manufacturer equips its own engineers with a set of tools suitable for developing the type of products or services it wishes to produce. Toolkits for users also are not new—many users
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have personal collections of tools that they have assembled to help them
create new items or modify standard ones. For example, some users have
woodworking tools ranging from saws to glue which can be used to create
or modify furniture—in very novel or very standard ways. Others may have
a kit of software tools needed to create or modify software. What is new,
however, is integrated toolkits enabling users to create and test designs for
custom products or services that can then be produced “as is” by manufacturers.
Present practice dictates that a high-quality toolkit for user innovation
will have five important attributes. (1) It will enable users to carry out complete cycles of trial-and-error learning. (2) It will offer users a solution space
that encompasses the designs they want to create. (3) It will be user friendly
in the sense of being operable with little specialized training. (4) It will contain libraries of commonly used modules that users can incorporate into
custom designs. (5) It will ensure that custom products and services
designed by users will be producible on a manufacturer’s’ production equipment without modification by the manufacturer.
Learning through Trial and Error
It is crucial that user toolkits for innovation enable users to go through
complete trial-and-error cycles as they create their designs. Recall that trialand-error problem solving is essential to product development. For example, suppose that a user is designing a new custom telephone answering
system for her firm, using a software-based computer-telephony integration
(CTI) design toolkit provided by a vendor. Suppose also that the user
decides to include a new rule to “route all calls of X nature to Joe” in her
design. A properly designed toolkit would allow her to temporarily place
the new rule into the telephone system software, so that she could actually
try it out (via a real test or a simulation) and see what happened. She might
discover that the solution worked perfectly. Or she might find that the new
rule caused some unexpected form of trouble—for example, Joe might be
flooded with too many calls—in which case it would be “back to the drawing board” for another design and another trial.
In the same way, toolkits for innovation in the semiconductor design
field allow users to design a circuit that they think will meet their needs and
then test the design by “running” it in the form of a computer simulation.
This quickly reveals errors that the user can then quickly and cheaply fix
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using toolkit-supplied diagnostic and design tools. For example, a user
might discover by testing a simulated circuit design that a switch needed to
adjust the circuit had been forgotten and make that discovery simply by trying to make a needed adjustment. The user could then quickly and cheaply
design in the needed switch without major cost or delay.
One can appreciate the importance of giving the user the capability for
trial-and-error learning by doing in a toolkit by thinking about the consequences of not having it. When users are not supplied with toolkits that
enable them to draw on their local, sticky information and engage in trialand-error learning, they must actually order a product and have it built to
learn about design errors—typically a very costly and unsatisfactory way to
proceed. For example, automobile manufacturers allow customers to select
a range of options for their cars, but they do not offer the customer a way
to learn during the design process and before buying. The cost to the customer is unexpected learning that comes too late: “That wide-tire option
did look great in the picture. But now that the car has been delivered, I
discover that I don’t like the effect on handling. Worse, I find that my car
is too wide to fit into my garage!”
Similar disasters are often encountered by purchasers of custom computers. Many custom computer manufacturers offer a website that allows users
to “design your own computer online.” However, these websites do not
allow users to engage in trial-and-error design. Instead, they simply allow
users to select computer components such as processor chips and disk
drives from lists of available options. Once these selections have been made,
the design transaction is complete and the computer is built and shipped.
The user has no way to test the functional effects of these choices before
purchase and first field use—followed by celebration or regret.
In contrast, a sophisticated toolkit for user innovation would allow the
user to conduct trial-and-error tests to evaluate the effects of initial choices
made and to improve on them. For example, a computer design site could
add this capability by enabling users to actually test and evaluate the hardware configuration they specify on their own programs and computing
tasks before buying. To do this, the site might, for example, provide access
to a remote computer able to simulate the operation of the computer that
the user has specified, and provide performance diagnostics and related
choices in terms meaningful to the user (e.g., “If you add option x at cost y,
the time it takes to complete your task will decrease by z seconds”). The user
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could then modify or confirm initial design choices according to trade-off
preferences only he or she knows.
Appropriate Solution Spaces
Economical production of custom products and services is achievable only
when a custom design falls within the pre-existing capability and degrees of
freedom built into a particular manufacturer’s production system. My colleagues and I call this the solution space offered by that system. A solution
space may vary from very large to small, and if the output of a toolkit is tied
to a particular production system, then the design freedom that a toolkit
can offer a user will be accordingly large or small. For example, the solution
space offered by the production process of a manufacturer of custom integrated circuits offers a huge solution space to users—it will produce any
combination of logic elements interconnected in any way that a userdesigner might desire, with the result that the user can invent anything
from a novel type of computer processor to a novel silicon organism within
that space. However, note that the semiconductor production process also
has stringent limits. It will only implement product designs expressed in
terms of semiconductor logic—it will not implement designs for bicycles or
houses. Also, even within the arena of semiconductors, it will only be able
to produce semiconductors that fit within a certain range with respect to
size and other properties. Another example of a production system offering
a very large solution space to designers—and, potentially to user-designers
via toolkits—is the automated machining center. Such a device can basically
fashion any shape out of any machinable material that can be created by
any combination of basic machining operations such as drilling and
milling. As a consequence, toolkits for innovation intended to create
designs that can be produced by automated machining centers can offer
users access to that very large solution space.
Large solution spaces can typically be made available to user-designers
when production systems and associated toolkits allow users to manipulate
and combine relatively basic and general-purpose building blocks and operations, as in the examples above. In contrast, small solution spaces typically
result when users are only allowed to combine a relatively few pre-designed
options. Thus, users who want to design their own custom automobiles are
restricted to a relatively small solution space: they can only make choices
from lists of options regarding such things as engines, transmissions, and
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paint colors. Similarly, purchasers of eyeglasses are restricted to combining
“any frame from this list” of pre-designed frames, with “any lens type from
that list” of pre-designed options.
The reason producers of custom products or services enforce constraints
on the solution space that user-designers may use is that custom products
can be produced at reasonable prices only when custom user designs can be
implemented by simply making low-cost adjustments to the production
process. This condition is met within the solution space on offer. However,
responding to requests that fall outside that space will require small or large
additional investments by the manufacturer. For example, a producer of
integrated circuits may have to invest many millions of dollars and rework
an entire production process in order to respond to a customer’s request for
a larger chip that falls outside the solution space associated with its present
production equipment.
User-Friendly Tools
User toolkits for innovation are most effective and successful when they are
made “user friendly” by enabling users to use the skills they already have
and to work in their own customary and well-practiced design language.
This means that users don’t have to learn the—typically different—design
skills and language customarily used by manufacturer-based designers, and
so they will require much less training to use the toolkit effectively.
For example, in the case of custom integrated circuit design, the users of
toolkits are typically electrical engineers who are designing electronic systems that will incorporate custom semiconductor chips. The digital design
language normally used by electrical engineers is Boolean algebra.
Therefore, user-friendly toolkits for custom semiconductor design are provided that allow toolkit users to design in this language. That is, users can
create a design, test how it works, and make improvements using only their
own, customary design language. At the conclusion of the design process,
the toolkit then translates the user’s logical design into the design inputs
required by the semiconductor manufacturer’s production system.
A design toolkit based on a language and skills and tools familiar to the
user is only possible to the extent that the user has familiarity with some
appropriate and reasonably complete language and set of skills and tools.
Interestingly, this is the case more frequently than one might initially suppose, at least in terms of the function that a user wants a product or service
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to perform—because functionality is the face that the product or a service
presents to the user. (Indeed, an expert user of a product or service may be
much more familiar with that functional face than manufacturer-based
experts.) Thus, the user of a custom semiconductor is the expert in what
he or she wants that custom chip to do, and is skilled at making complex
tradeoffs among familiar functional elements to achieve a desired end: “If
I increase chip clock speed, I can reduce the size of my cache memory
and. . . .”
As a less technical example, consider the matter of designing a custom
hairstyle. There is certainly a great deal of information known to hairstylists
that even an expert user may not know, such as how to achieve a certain
look by means of layer cutting, or how to achieve a certain streaked color
pattern by selectively dying some strands of hair. However, an expert user is
often very well practiced at the skill of examining the shape of his or her
face and hairstyle as reflected in a mirror, and visualizing specific improvements that might be desirable in matters such as curls, shape, or color. In
addition, the user will be very familiar with the nature and functioning of
everyday tools used to shape hair, such as scissors and combs.
A user-friendly toolkit for hairstyling innovation can be built upon these
familiar skills and tools. For example, a user can be invited to sit in front of
a computer monitor, and study an image of her face and hairstyle as captured by a video camera. Then, she can select from a palette of colors and
color patterns offered on the screen, can superimpose the effect on her existing hairstyle, can examine it, and can repeatedly modify it in a process of
trial-and-error learning. Similarly, the user can select and manipulate images
of familiar tools, such as combs and scissors, to alter the image of the length
and shape of her own hairstyle as projected on the computer screen, can
study and further modify the result achieved, and so forth. Note that the
user’s new design can be as radically new as is desired, because the toolkit
gives the user access to the most basic hairstyling variables and tools such as
hair color and scissors. When the user is satisfied, the completed design can
be translated into technical hairstyling instructions in the language of a
hairstyling specialist—the intended production system in this instance.
In general, steady improvements in computer hardware and software are
enabling toolkit designers to provide information to users in increasingly
friendly ways. In earlier days, information was often provided to users in
the form of specification sheets or books. The user was then required to
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know when a particular bit of information was relevant to a development
project, find the book, and look it up. Today, a large range of potentially
needed information can be embedded in a computerized toolkit, which is
programmed to offer the user items of information only if and as a development being worked on makes them relevant.
Module Libraries
Custom designs seldom are novel in all their parts. Therefore, a library of
standard modules will be a valuable part of a toolkit for user innovation.
Provision of such standard modules enables users to focus their creative
work on those aspects of their product or service designs that cannot be
implemented via pre-designed options. For example, architects will find it
very useful to have access to a library of standard components, such as a
range of standard structural support columns with pre-analyzed structural
characteristics, that they can incorporate into their novel building designs.
Similarly, users who want to design custom hairstyles will often find it helpful to begin by selecting a hairstyle from a toolkit library. The goal is to
select a style that has some elements of the desired look. Users can then proceed to develop their own desired style by adding to and subtracting from
that starting point.
Translating Users’ Designs for Production
The “language” of a toolkit for user innovation must be convertible without error into the language of the intended production system at the conclusion of the user’s design work. If it is not, the entire purpose of the toolkit
will be lost—because a manufacturer receiving a user design will essentially
have to do the design work over again. Error-free translation need not
emerge as a major problem—for example, it was never a major problem during the development of toolkits for integrated circuit design, because both
chip designers and chip producers already used a language based on digital
logic. In contrast, in some fields, translating from the design language preferred by users to the language required by intended production systems
can be the central problem in toolkit design. As an illustration, consider a
recent toolkit test project managed by Ernie Gum, the Director of Food
Product Development for the USA FoodServices Division of Nestlé.
One major business of Nestlé FoodServices is producing custom food
products, such as custom Mexican sauces, for major restaurant chains.
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Custom foods of this type have traditionally been developed by or modified
by the chains’ executive chefs, using what are in effect design and production toolkits taught by culinary schools: recipe development procedures
based on food ingredients available to individuals and restaurants, and
processed with restaurant-style equipment. After using their traditional
toolkits to develop or modify a recipe for a new menu item, executive chefs
call in Nestlé Foodservices or another custom food producer and ask that
firm to manufacture the product they have designed—and this is where the
language translation problem rears its head.
There is no error-free way to translate a recipe expressed in the language
of a traditional restaurant-style culinary toolkit into the language required
by a food-manufacturing facility. Food factories must use ingredients that
can be obtained in quantity at consistent quality. These are not the same as,
and may not taste quite the same as, the ingredients used by the executive
chef during recipe development. Also, food factories use volume production
equipment, such as huge-steam-heated retorts. Such equipment is very different from restaurant-style stoves and pots and pans, and it often cannot
reproduce the cooking conditions created by the executive chef on a stovetop—for example, very rapid heating. Therefore, food-production factories
cannot simply produce a recipe developed by or modified by an executive
chef “as is” under factory conditions—it will not taste the same.
As a consequence, even though an executive chef creates a prototype
product using a traditional chef’s toolkit, food manufacturers find most of
that information—the information about ingredients and processing conditions—useless because it cannot be straightforwardly translated into
factory-relevant terms. The only information that can be salvaged is the
information about taste and texture contained in the prototype. And so,
production chefs carefully examine and taste the customer’s custom food
prototype, then try to make something that tastes the same using factory
ingredients and methods. But an executive chef’s taste buds are not necessarily the same as production chef taste buds, and so the initial factory version—and the second and the third—is typically not what the customer
wants. So the producer must create variation after variation until the
customer is finally satisfied.
To solve the translation problem, Gum created a novel toolkit of preprocessed food ingredients to be used by executive chefs during food development. Each ingredient in the toolkit was the Nestlé factory version of an
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ingredient traditionally used by chefs during recipe development: That is, it
was an ingredient commercially available to Nestlé that had been processed
as an independent ingredient on Nestlé factory equipment. Thus, a toolkit
designed for developing Mexican sauces would contain a chili puree ingredient processed on industrial equipment identical to that used to produce
food in commercial-size lots. (Each ingredient in such a toolkit also contains traces of materials that will interact during production—for example,
traces of tomato are included in the chili puree—so that the taste effects of
such interactions will also be apparent to toolkit users.)
Chefs interested in using the Nestlé toolkit to prototype a novel Mexican
sauce would receive a set of 20–30 ingredients, each in a separate plastic
pouch. They would also be given instructions for the proper use of these
ingredients. Toolkit users would then find that each component differs
slightly from the fresh components he or she is used to. But such differences
are discovered immediately through direct experience. The chef can then
adjust ingredients and proportions to move to the desired final taste and
texture that is desired. When a recipe based on toolkit components is finished, it can be immediately and precisely reproduced by Nestlé factories—
because now the executive chef is using the same language as the factory.
In the Nestlé case, field testing by Food Product Development Department
researchers showed that adding the error-free translation feature to toolkitbased design by users reduced the time of custom food development from
26 weeks to 3 weeks by eliminating repeated redesign and refinement interactions between Nestlé and purchasers of its custom food products.
Discussion
A toolkit’s success in the market is significantly correlated with that toolkit’s
quality and with industry conditions. Thus, Prügl and Franke (2005) studied the success of 100 toolkits offered in a single industry: computer gaming. They found that success, evaluated by independent experts, was
significantly correlated with the quality of execution of the attributes of
toolkits that have been discussed in this chapter. That is, success was found
to be significantly affected by the quality of trial-and-error learning enabled
by a toolkit, by the quality of fit of the solution space offered to users’
design problems, by the user friendliness of the tools provided, and by the
quality of module libraries offered with the toolkit. Schreier and Franke
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(2004) also obtained information on the importance of toolkit quality in a
study of the value that users placed on consumer products (scarves, T shirts,
cell phone covers) customized with a simple, manufacturer-supplied
toolkit. They found user willingness to pay for custom designs, as measured
by Vickrey auctions, was significantly negatively affected by the difficulty
of creating custom designs with a toolkit. In contrast, willingness to pay was
significantly positively affected by enjoyment experienced in using a
toolkit.
With respect to industry and market conditions, the toolkit-for-user
innovation approach to product design is likely to be most appealing to
toolkit suppliers when the heterogeneous needs of many users can be
addressed by a standard solution approach encoded in a toolkit. This is
because it can be costly to encode all the solution and production information relevant to users’ design decisions. For example, a toolkit for
custom semiconductor design must contain information about the semiconductor production process needed to ensure that product designs created by users are in fact producible. Encoding such information is a
one-time cost, so it makes the best economic sense for solution approaches
that many will want to use.
Toolkits for user innovation are not an appropriate solution for all product needs, even when heterogeneous needs can be addressed by a common
solution approach. Specifically, toolkits will not be the preferred approach
when the product being designed requires the highest achievable performance. Toolkits incorporate automated design rules that cannot, at
least at present, translate designs into products or software as skillfully as
a human designer can. For example, a design for a gate array generated
with a toolkit will typically take up more physical space on a silicon chip
than would a fully custom-developed design of similar complexity. Even
when toolkits are on offer, therefore, manufacturers may continue to
design certain products (those with difficult technical demands) while customers take over the design of others (those involving complex or rapidly
evolving user needs).
Toolkits can be designed to offer a range of capabilities to users. At the
high end, with toolkits such as those used to design custom integrated circuits, users can truly innovate, creating anything implementable in digital
electronics, from a dishwasher controller to a novel supercomputer or form
of artificial life. At the low end, the product configurators commonly
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offered by manufacturers of mass-customized products enable, for example,
a watch purchaser to create a custom watch by selecting from lists of predesigned faces, hands, cases, and straps. (Mass-customized production
systems can manufacture a range of product variations in single-unit quantities at near mass-production costs (Pine 1993). In the United States, production systems used by these manufacturers are generally based on
computerized production equipment.)
The design freedom provided by toolkits for user innovation may not be
of interest to all or even to most users in a market characterized by heterogeneous needs. A user must have a great enough need for something different to offset the costs of putting a toolkit to use for that approach to be of
interest. Toolkits may therefore be offered only to a subset of users. In the
case of software, toolkits may be provided to all users along with a standard,
default version of the product or service, because the cost of delivering the
extra software is essentially zero. In such a case, the toolkit’s capability will
simply lie unused in the background unless and until a user has sufficient
incentive to evoke and employ it.
Provision of toolkits to customers can be a complement to lead user ideageneration methods for manufacturers. Some users choosing to employ a
toolkit to design a product precisely right for their own needs will be lead
users, whose present strong need foreshadows a general need in the market.
Manufacturers can find it valuable to identify and acquire the generally useful improvements made by lead users of toolkits, and then supply these to
the general market. For this reason, manufacturers may find it valuable
implement toolkits for innovation even if the portion of the target market
that can directly use them is relatively small.
Toolkits can affect existing business models in a field in ways that may or
may not be to manufacturers’ competitive advantage in the longer run. For
example, consider that many manufacturers of products and services profit
from both their design capabilities and their production capabilities. A
switch to user-based customization via toolkits can affect their ability to do
this over the long term. Thus, a manufacturer that is early in introducing a
toolkit approach to custom product or service design may initially gain an
advantage by tying that toolkit to its particular production facility.
However, when toolkits are made available to customer designers, this tie
often weakens over time. Customers and independent tool developers can
eventually learn to design toolkits applicable to the processes of several
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manufacturers. Indeed, this is precisely what has happened in the custom
integrated circuit industry. The toolkits revealed to users by the initial innovator, LSI, and later by rival producers were producer-specific. Over time,
however, Cadance and other specialist toolkit supply firms emerged and
developed toolkits that could be used to make designs producible by a
number of vendors. The end result is that manufacturers that previously
benefited from selling their product-design skills and their production skills
can be eventually forced by the shifting of design tasks to customers via
toolkits to a position of benefiting from their production skills only.
Manufacturers that think long-term disadvantages may accrue from a
switch to toolkits for user innovation and design will not necessarily have
the luxury of declining to introduce toolkits. If any manufacturer introduces a high-quality toolkit into a field favoring its use, customers will tend
to migrate to it, forcing competitors to follow. Therefore, a firm’s only real
choice in a field where conditions are favorable to the introduction of toolkits may be whether to lead or to follow.

Notes

Chapter 2
1. LES contains four types of measures. Three (“benefits recognized early,” “high benefits expected,” and “direct elicitation of the construct”) contain the core components
of the lead user construct. The fourth (“applications generation”) is a measure of a
number of innovation-related activities in which users might engage: they “suggest
new applications,” they “pioneer those applications,” and (because they have needs or
problems earlier than their peers) they may be “used as a test site” (Morrison, Midgely,
and Roberts 2004).
Chapter 3
1. Cluster analysis does not specify the “right” number of clusters—it simply segments a sample into smaller and smaller clusters until the analyst calls a halt.
Determining an appropriate number of clusters within a sample can be done in different ways. Of course, it always possible to say that “I only want to deal with three
market segments, so I will stop my analysis when my sample has been segmented
into three clusters.” More commonly, analysts will examine the increase of squared
error sums of each step, and generally will view the optimal number of clusters as
having been reached when the plot shows a sudden “elbow” (Myers 1996). Since this
technique does not incorporate information on remaining within-cluster heterogeneity, it can lead to solutions with a large amount of within-cluster variance. The
“cubic clustering criterion” (CCC) partially addresses this concern by measuring the
within-cluster homogeneity relative to the between-cluster heterogeneity. It suggests
choosing the number of clusters where this value peaks (Milligan and Cooper 1985).
However, this method appears to be rarely used: Ketchen and Shook (1996) found it
used in only 5 of 45 segmentation studies they examined.
2. http://groups-beta.google.com/group/comp.infosystems.www.servers.unix
3. http://modules.apache.org/
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4. To measure heterogeneity, Franke and I analyzed the extent to which j standards,
varying from [1; i], meet the needs of the i individuals in our sample. Conceptually,
we first locate a product in multi-dimensional need space (dimensions = 45 in the
case of our present study) that minimizes the distances to each individual’s needs.
(This step is analogous to the Ward’s method in cluster analysis that also minimizes
within cluster variation; see Punj and Stewart 1983.) The “error” is then measured as
the sum of squared Euclidean distances. We then repeated these steps to determine
the error for two optimally positioned products, three products, and so on up to a
number equaling I – 1. The sum of squared errors for all cases is then a simple coefficient that measures how much the needs of i individuals can be satisfied with j standard products. The “coefficient of heterogeneity” just specified is sensitive both to
the (average) distance between the needs and for the configuration of the needs: when
the needs tend to form clusters the heterogeneity coefficient is lower than if they are
evenly spread. To make the coefficient comparable across different populations, we
calibrate it using a bootstrapping technique (Efron 1979) involving dividing the coefficient by the expected value (this value is generated by averaging the heterogeneity
of many random distributions of heterogeneity of the same kind). The average random heterogeneity coefficient is then an appropriate value for calibration purposes:
it assumes that there is no systematic relationship between the needs of the individuals or between the need dimensions.
5. Conceptually, it can be possible to generate “one perfect product” for everyone—
in which case heterogeneity of demand is zero—by simply creating all the features
wanted by anyone (45 + 92 features in the case of this study), and incorporating them
in the “one perfect product.” Users could then select the features they want from a
menu contained in the one perfect product to tailor it to their own tastes. Doing this
is at least conceptually possible in the case of software, but less so in the case of a
physical product for two reasons: (1) delivering all possible physical options to everyone who buys the product would be expensive for physical goods (while costing
nothing extra in the case of information products); (2) some options are mutually
exclusive (an automobile cannot be both red and green at the same time).
6. The difference between actual willingness to pay and expressed willingness to pay
is much lower for private goods (our case) than for public goods. In the case of private goods, Loomis et al. (1996) found the expressed willingness to pay for art prints
to be twice the actual WTP. Willis and Powe (1998) found that among visitors to a
castle the expressed WTP was 60 percent lower than the actual WTP. In the case of
public goods, Brown et al. (1996), in a study of willingness to pay for removal of a
road from a wilderness area, found the expressed WTP to be 4–6 times the actual
WTP. Lindsey and Knaap (1999), in a study of WTP for a public urban greenway,
found the expressed WTP to be 2-10 times the actual WPT. Neil et al. (1994) found
the expressed WTP for conserving an original painting in the desert to be 9 times the
actual WTP. Seip and Strand (1992) found that less than 10 percent of those who
expressed interest in paying to join an environmental organization actually joined.
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Chapter 6
1. As a specific example of a project with an emergent goal, consider the beginnings
of the Linux open source software project. In 1991, Linus Torvalds, a student in
Finland, wanted a Unix operating system that could be run on his PC, which was
equipped with a 386 processor. Minix was the only software available at that time but
it was commercial, closed source, and it traded at US$150. Torvalds found this too
expensive, and started development of a Posix-compatible operating system, later
known as Linux. Torvalds did not immediately publicize a very broad and ambitious
goal, nor did he attempt to recruit contributors. He simply expressed his private motivation in a message he posted on July 3, 1991, to the USENET newsgroup
comp.os.minix (Wayner 2000): Hello netlanders, Due to a project I’m working on (in
minix), I’m interested in the posix standard definition. [Posix is a standard for UNIX
designers. A software using POSIX is compatible with other UNIX-based software.]
Could somebody please point me to a (preferably) machine-readable format of the latest
posix-rules? Ftp-sites would be nice. In response, Torvalds got several return messages
with Posix rules and people expressing a general interest in the project. By the early
1992, several skilled programmers contributed to Linux and the number of users
increased by the day. Today, Linux is the largest open source development project
extant in terms of number of developers.
Chapter 7
1. When they do not incorporate these qualities, they would be more properly
referred to as networks—but communities is the term commonly used, and I follow
that practice here.
2. hacker n. [originally, someone who makes furniture with an axe] 1. A person who
enjoys exploring the details of programmable systems and how to stretch their capabilities, as opposed to most users, who prefer to learn only the minimum necessary.
2. One who programs enthusiastically (even obsessively) or who enjoys programming
rather than just theorizing about programming. 3. A person capable of appreciating
hack value. 4. A person who is good at programming quickly. . . . 8. [deprecated] A
malicious meddler who tries to discover sensitive information by poking around.
Hence password hacker, network hacker. The correct term for this sense is cracker
(Raymond 1996).
3. Source code is a sequence of instructions to be executed by a computer to accomplish a program’s purpose. Programmers write computer software in the form of
source code, and also document that source code with brief written explanations of
the purpose and design of each section of their program. To convert a program into
a form that can actually operate a computer, source code is translated into machine
code using a software tool called a compiler. The compiling process removes program
documentation and creates a binary version of the program—a sequence of computer
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instructions consisting only of strings of ones and zeros. Binary code is very difficult
for programmers to read and interpret. Therefore, programmers or firms that wish to
prevent others from understanding and modifying their code will release only binary
versions of the software. In contrast, programmers or firms that wish to enable others to understand and update and modify their software will provide them with its
source code. (Moerke 2000, Simon 1996).
4. See www.gnu.org/licenses/licenses.html#GPL
5. http://www.sourceforge.net
6. “The owner(s) [or ‘maintainers’] of an open source software project are those who
have the exclusive right, recognized by the community at large, to redistribute modified versions. . . . According to standard open source licenses, all parties are equal in
the evolutionary game. But in practice there is a very well-recognized distinction
between ‘official’ patches [changes to the software], approved and integrated into the
evolving software by the publicly recognized maintainers, and ‘rogue’ patches by
third parties. Rogue patches are unusual and generally not trusted.” (Raymond 1999,
p. 89)
Chapter 8
1. See also Bresnahan and Greenstein 1996b; Bresnahan and Saloner 1997; Saloner
and Steinmueller 1996.
Chapter 10
1. ABS braking is intended to keep a vehicle’s wheels turning during braking. ABS
works by automatically and rapidly “pumping” the brakes. The result is that the
wheels continue to revolve rather than “locking up,” and the operator continues to
have control over steering.
2. In the general literature, Armstrong’s (2001) review on forecast bias for new product introduction indicates that sales forecasts are generally optimistic, but that that
upward bias decreases as the magnitude of the sales forecast increases. Coller and
Yohn (1998) review the literature on bias in accuracy of management earnings forecasts and find that little systematic bias occurs. Tull’s (1967) model calculates $15 million in revenue as a level above which forecasts actually become pessimistic on
average. We think it reasonable to apply the same deflator to LU vs. non-LU project
sales projections. Even if LU project personnel were for some reason more likely to be
optimistic with respect to such projections than non-LU project personnel, that
would not significantly affect our findings. Over 60 percent of the total dollar value
of sales forecasts made for LU projects were actually made by personnel not associated with those projects (outside consulting firms or business analysts from other
divisions).
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